ZedAI telcon 20090803

From zedwiki

**Note:** this meeting will be held at 1300h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location (http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=8&day=3&year=2009&hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=0).
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### Present

Josh, James, Ole, Markus (scribe), Per, Marisa, Kenny

### Regrets

Matt

### Previous Telcon

ZedAI_telcon_20090706

### Action Items
New

- Markus contact Marisa about time assignment for periodicals work
- Per book skype date with Markus for Content Selection feature work
- Matt (hopefully) propose whether we need specialized content models for bibliographies and indices (as opposed to section @role="bibliography")

Brought Along

- Markus ask rdf/a task force for alternatives to CURIE syntax
- Markus propose a runninghead element for use in conjunction with section/h
- Markus: add reference/xlink/about to schemas, and raise all issues that arise on list
- Boris: help dissect XLink spec for good subset scope, and raise any issues re XLink 1.0 vs 1.1 (can we express additional constraints in ZedAI spec prose to "emulate" 1.1?)
- Marisa bring Boris's annotation role property suggestions to Request_A_Role
- Markus add all math issues clearly to tracker
- Dennis/Josh contact QTI and ask about replacing the HTML with host language text content set.
- Markus to add spec prose on cascading level for inline styles: "For the purposes of the CSS cascade, these values are considered author-level"
- Markus to create wiki page devoted to level issue

Agenda/Minutes

Current timeline and conflicting projects

Several of this WGs member will remain occupied with the DAISYOnline project for the remainder of August. Thus, we need to expect a reduced speed of ZedAI developments. The Z39.86 committee chair has been informed that DAISYOnline + XHTML2 demise will cause delays.

Priorities for this release

Discussion on what to prioritize in order to achieve an end August iteration release given the current resource assignments.

See Original Iteration Deliverables.

Items included in this iteration

- **periodicals profile**, first draft (Kenny et al)
  - @markus talk to Marisa about time assignments
- **book profile**, next draft (Markus et al)
  - @Matt: investigate whether dedicated elements are needed for rearmatter (indices, bibliographies, etc). Matt may have input here.
  - @Markus/@Boris: Evauation of ZedAI_Linking_Proposal (Markus, Boris)
- **Specification**
  - "core markup model" concept in the spec (James, Markus)
"feature exposed elements" concept in the spec (James, Markus)

- **content selection feature**, first real draft (Per, Markus)
  - @Per contact Markus for a Skype date.

- **MathML feature**
  - @Markus solve tracker issues with help from Dennis

**Items pushed to next iteration**

- Schema Documentation (Per has completed the suggested doc design improvements; what is postponed is the documentation itself)
- All in Original Iteration Deliverables not mentioned above
- CURIE et al replacements
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